
From: Jon Rami 
Ramifications 
2461 Santa Monica Bl. 11130 
Santa Monica, Calif., 96404 
(310) 394 -RAMI 

To: Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Rd. 
Frederick, MD.,21701 

Hi- 
I am a researcher/collector of JFH, assassination, and general. I an well aware of your 

stature, and just wondered whether or not you publish(ed?) a newsletter.  	 kt,D 

1 greatly admire the time and energy you have spent on this subject, from all the FOIA's, to 
the books, to the interviews, etc... I am also looking forward to spending time and energy on 
this, and if ever the occaison arises that you need an assasstant in Los Angeles, please consider 
myself, and do not hesitate to write (or call). 

1 have all of your JFK works. I especially like Post -Mortem. In the first Whitewash that you 
published, I have 2 copies WITHOUT the index, and 1 with (in addition to the DELL copy). Were 
these two different publishings, or just a mistake on those without the index (ending abruptly on 
P•208). T/; ri-kg ,K4-r ..)_:. i 4,...1..- vs. , , v ,l.../ /4, 	 , # /3‘,..-/ -  

kJ' 	 il4A t--  . rl''' 
1 i4a-, 1, 	I have read that many documents are available through you, among those, the over 200,800 pages . .. 47/1  4.4. 	, 

0,A  LI i.. i.10„....14.of FBI files (???). What is available to me? My main interest is the body, as I feel, like 	
ii3O: 

.eilk".  

	

1 ,vo.' 	eL , Pam, that there are still many clues here that have remained uncovered. In addition, I would 
/ LP4A /__ 

() iory,i‘  4_64, tr-,-.' like to ask you if have a 'Weisberg° JFK-assassination-related bibliography that would be —= 4 .  4/ ..., lki 

.. 11.," , 	available to me. 	 irl". . .7 	co.t."1.4  

-041'1 

1 11 	
li 	in addition to the Lattimer Article (Resident 4 Staff Physician May 1972). Do you have these i --eintr 

I am trying to find the 2 Articles by Wecht (Forensic Science 1974, and Modern Medicine 1972), 
if' I 

can you supply me with xeroxes? What about the 1982 N.A.S. study? 

I have many questions encountered during my research, and hoped that you'd be amenable to a 
	Jr Y14L' 

dialog in letters. Thank you in advance for the tire to read and even consider this. For your /L'" 

convenience, I have enclesed a S.A.E. 4)1 7k-. 	 LL w,  
Here are a few questions- Are there any plans to have a computerized network of reaearchl 	 / 

1 ,4 
 

am planning to write a book on the subject and am, needless to say, fascinated, as we all are, 
and would welcome any feedback you could provide. I have many questions, and wonder if a 	it 

'reaearcher's society" exists to diccuss newly brought to light facts. I figured you'd know. 

• 
For instance, I recently saw on a talk show, the already overviewed autopsy photo of JFH's 

back, and this particular show had taped two tria)gles of paper labled "1" and "2' to the area of 

eklArr  1-1-  the photo that showed JFH's lower back. 

The triangle labelled '1' pointed to the lower back shot we are all aware of (except the Warren 
Commission), but '2' pointed to a black spot near (lower & to the right) the first one 	It 

SEEMED that they were making reference to a "second" lower back wound, one that I have heard no 
reference to anywhere! And stranger still, THEY DID NOT REFER TO THE SECOND TRIANGLE AT ALL, 
except indirectly, by calling the first wound 'number 1" they implyed there is a 'number 2". 

I went to my many copies of this photo (in High Treason, Best Evidence, etc...) and it DOES 
look like a second entry wound below and to the left! Later, GLOBE (a cheap 'Enquirer' type 	 /Lif 
tabloid) repeated the info about the second bullet hole. Interesting, no? -)yt, 	"1714'-eliea  

. 	A second question relies an your gunshot 	edg 	Many, including Connaly, described a 
rtitqle. 

I 	
;•• 	'fine mist' of blood 4 brain tissue. Can this bee e the result of a NON-explosive bullet (even if a 

I 114 	."44111.1 hollowpoint), or does the 'mist' ON_Y result from an explosion of the bullet? To my untrained 
'bullet-logic', a regular bullet should fracture, cut, and tear, but to pulverize and 
disintergrate ("missing brain"), doesn't that require an explosion? If so, that ONE point, of 
course, destroys the Warren Report. In fact, I am sure all of us would be satisfied, for now, 
with JUST ONE INDISPUTABLE FACT, that causes the Warren Commision's claims to be truly 
IMPOSSIBLE. As you know, in the HISTORY books in schools, it still says OSWALD was the Ione 

--assassin. There was NEVER evidence beyond a showow of doubt to this effect, and it is a shame we 

la 	'6N have to 'unprove' the Warren Report conclusion, instead of 'proving' the real truth. 

OP-Li 	L4L6 
kl,11)qtalW" 	Another question relates to how NOVA claimed that the autopsy photos NOT published, but seen 

1 I 	 by the Parkland doctors in 1988, DO show a hole in the BACK of the head, and that the'ore
1 	o  

ph to 
41" 	of the back of the head, that does not show a hole, has the scalp pulled over the hole" (DR. 

/14... 	McClelland). What do you make of these points? 

V"  
\e 	

/IAN 
(Next page, please...) 

114%)  Lk VP 

Cl\k 



Jon Rami 
Ramifications 
2461 Santa Monica Bl. 0130 
Santa Monica, Calif., 90484 

—PAGE 2— 

, In closing, I would appreciate any response, as I want to keep abreast of all the current 'updates in infuriation. It has been a pleasure to write to you and I hope to hear from you. I lived in Towson, MD. on Nov.22, 1963, and hope Maryland is still as green as it was in then. 
Thank you very much for your time, 
Sincerely, 

Jon Rami 
Ramifications 

p.s. Do you have Nix, Muchmore, Willis, and 1apruder (especially sprocket-to 	e) -sprocket) color stills or video, with different panning and blowups, and other films and/or videotapes or any JFK -related material? Please let me know of anything you can supply me with, and thanks again! 
Finally, do you have any sources for me to purchase any of the following books (besides The President's Box, Tom Davis, and Last Hurrah): 

THE WANT LIST 
=General Kennedy=== 
Krause 'The Great Debates' 
"Current Statements of John F. Kennedy 1963° USIA 

==ASSASSINATION KENNEDY=== 
Carlos Bringuier 
Paris Flan/on:le 
Nerin Gun 
Joesten BOOKS 
(except 'Oswald: Assassin or fall-guy', and 'Who Killed Kennedy, the full appaling...19 '  Ian McFarlane (two books on the subject} 

Stanley J. Marks (except 'Coup d'Etat"3 
Lifton addendum 
Dick Russell: Closing in. 
Cottrell 
Jacques twart 
Dan Wise 
Jay Dee 
William Hanson 
Life-Itek Kennedy Assassination film analysis 13 versions) Meunier 
Sprague '...1 -2 -3' 
Bruce Gordan 
John Mayo 
Scally: ALL"ing to lapruder, others? 

Marion Jennkins list 
W.C. Thompson bibliography 
Joan Newcomb bibliography 
William Rice Bibliography 


